
The `Shrinkersizer' Mystery 

In a far land, where hardly anyone goes, there was a very lonely old man 

named Bill. He owned an old wooden house that was little and stubby. It was slowly 

falling down around him but he liked it that way. He lived a quiet life where no one 

bothered him. 

On the other side of town, in a Science Laboratory, lived a villain named Evil Moon._ 

Evil Moon loved to invent things and had just invented an amazing gadget called the 

Shrinkersizer. The Shrinkersizer could shrink any object or person to the size of an 

ant! Evil Moon needed someone to try his new gadget on, so he went searching over 

the other side of town for his victim! 

After days of searching, Evil Moon found old Bill and thought no one would miss 

him if he shrunk him. So, on a dark cold night, Evil Moon broke into Bill's house, 

aimed his Shrinkersizer at him, and shrank him to a little tiny black speck. BILL 

WAS ANNOYED... VERY ANNOYED!! There was no one to help poor lonely Bill 

in this situation because he chose to live his life alone. But there was one thing he 

could do!! Bill decided to hide in the best hiding place he could imagine, so he didn't 

shrink any smaller! 

Bill waited and waited in his hiding spot until the days became weeks. The weeks 

became months. And the months became years. After 5 years had passed, Bill heard 

someone enter his house. It was a superhero named SUPER PIG! Bill was thrilled. 

He climbed out of his hiding spot and climbed on top of SUPER PIG. He yelled at 

the top of his voice 'CAN YOU CATCH EVIL MOON"?! But SUPER PIG could 

only hear Bill's tiny squeak and struggled to understand what he was saying. Finally, 

after listening closely, he understood. SUPER PIG sprinted to Evil Moon's 

Laboratory, snuck up and yelled B00000000000""f1"1"/ "MMIll"Inn  
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Moon and they flew into space in a tussel. Now SUPER PIG had the chance to grab 
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zer, rewind it and (you guessed it), it turned into a Growersizer. SUPER 

1G aimed the Growersizer at Bill and pulled the trigger! Bill was so happy to be big 

again, he hugged SUPER PIG and they remained friends for years to come. And Bill 
was never lonely again!  

THE END 
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